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57 ABSTRACT 
A monophonic electronic music synthesizer in which 
keying signals are collected on common note busses 
and common octave busses with a low note lockout 
circuit and a low octave lockout circuit to provide un 
ambiguous high note select. Keying signals on note 
and octave busses are encoded in binary encoding cir 
cuits and the resultant binary note and octave words 
stored in note and octave word latches. Decoding 
gates fed by the latches gate the high note tone signal 
and the high octave tone signal after frequency divi 
sion. Complete circuitry for a synthesizer system, in 
cluding some alternate embodiments, is shown and de 
scribed. 

15 Claims, 22 Drawing Figures 
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MONOPHONIC ELECTRONIC MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENT 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to monophonic electronic mu 
sical instruments and more particularly to electronic 
music synthesizers for simulating various orchestral in 
strument voices and for producing unique musical and 
non-musical sounds. f 

DESCRIPTION OF PRIOR ART 

Electronic music synthesizers are typically monopho 
nic instruments which involve generating a tone signal 
of a selected frequency and waveshape and subjecting 
the tone signal to controlled frequency modulation, 
controlled filtering, and controlled amplification to 
produce the desired musical effect. By providing a vari 
ety of wave-shapes and dynamic changes in frequency, 
filtering, and amplification, as well as controlled intro 
duction of noise, various types of orchestral instrument 
voices can be authentically simulated and unique 
sounds not made by familiar musical instruments can 
be generated. 
The commercially available synthesizers marketed 

under the trade names “Moog and “ARP” have gen 
erally similar system characteristics. A keyboard, 
which is generally similar to a piano or organ keyboard, 
is provided with keyswitches for each key having a plu 
rality of contact pairs for different control functions. 
One contact pair per key is employed to ground a junc 
tion in a precision resistor divider string fed by a con 
stant current source to develop a voltage at the output 
of the current source which is linearly related to the po 
sition of the actuated key on the keyboard. Other 
contact pairs are employed to produce a “key down 
signal, i.e., a signal that at least one key is depressed, 
and a 'legato pulse signal, i.e., a signal that a new ef 
fective key is depressed. The constant current source 
and precision resistor divider string comprise a “volts 
per octave' circuit which responds only to the lowest 
or highest key actuated depending upon whether the 
current source feeds the divider string from the low end 
or high end of the keyboard. 
The output voltage signal from the volts per octave 

circuit is fed to a sample and hold circuit which func 
tions under the control of the legato pulse generator to 
store or memorize the voltage signal so that it is avail 
able even if the actuated key is released. The memo 
rized voltage signal is fed to a circuit which converts 
the linear volts per octave signal to an exponential sig 
nal. This exponentially varying signal has the proper 
characteristic to control a voltage-controlled Oscillator 
which thus produces an output tone signal correspond 
ing to the note associated with the actuated key on the 
keyboard. The output tone signal is fed to a voltage 
controlled filter which may he programmed to have 
various frequency response characteristics including 
dynamic characteristics produced by a circuit which 
produces voltage control envelopes of various types. 
Then the filtered signal is further processed in a volt 
age-controlled amplifier which may be programmed via 
a circuit which produces various types of voltage con 
trol envelopes to amplitude modulate the signal. More 
over, the voltage-controlled oscillator itself may be 
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subjected to various types of modulation to produce vi 
brato and other musical effects. 

Arawww.new-4,8.' . . . 

2 
Several years ago, the Wurlitzer Company intro 

duced a synthesizer as an optional add-on feature to 
Several of its electronic organ models. The synthesizer 
was controlled via a two-octave keyboard separate 
from the solo keyboard of the organ and thus the player 
could not play the synthesizer integrally with upper 
manual solo voices. The Wurlitzer synthesizer employs 
a single oscillator-parallel divider chain approach to 
generating the top octave tone signals. These top oc 
tave tone signals are directly fed to a first priority latch 
ing network which is coupled to one octave of key 
board Switches. The top octave tone signals are also 
sent through individual frequency dividers to generate 
the next lowest octave of tones and then are fed to a 
second priority latching network. A complex arrange 
ment of parallel frequency dividers fed by the two pri 
ority latching networks is controlled by a steering cir 
cuit to provide selection between the 2 octaves. 
The Baldwin Piano and Organ Company and Thomas 

Organ Company have within the past couple of years 
introduced organ models with built-in synthesizers fun 
tioning under the control of the upper keyboard of the 
organ. Both companies employ a contact pair per key 
in addition to regular organ keying contacts to generate 
a high select voltage signal to a sample and hold circuit 
for tuning a voltage-controlled oscillator. Thus, these 
companies have chosen to integrate the type of tone 
generation system used in Moog and ARP units and to 
control the tone generation system via additional 
contacts per key. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

This invention proceeds from the system disclosed in 
copending Schrecongost patent application, Ser. No. 
448,020 filed Mar. 4, 1974 and provides an electronic 
music synthesizer in which unambiquous high note se 
lect is accomplished by employing a low note lockout 
circuit as well as an octave lockout circuit. This ap 
proach enables the note and octave keying signal infor 
mation to be encoded into binary note and octave 
words which are then stored in latches and used to con 
trol decode gates for top octave tone signals and also 
octave tone signals after frequency division. 
This invention involves numerous novel circuit de 

signs to accomplish a complete synthesizer system, the 
advantages of which will be apparent from the detailed 
description below. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a generalized block schematic diagram of a 
Synthesizer system employing this invention. 
FIG. 2 is a block schematic diagram of a synthesizer 

system in accordance with one embodiment of this in 
vention. 
FIGS. 3 through 11 together comprise a circuit sche 

matic diagram of a synthesizer system according to 
FG, 2. 
F.G. 12 illustrates the manner in which FIGS. 3 

through 11 are to be assembled into a system sche 
matic. 
FIG. 13 is a block diagram of an alternate embodi 

ment of this invention. 
FIG. 1-4 is a circuit schematic diagram which fits to 

gether with FIGS. 3, 4, and 6 to 11 to disclose the alter 
nate embodiment of FIG. 3. 
FIG. 15 illustrates how FIG. 14 fits into a system 

schematic. v. 
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FIG. 16 is a block diagram of another alternate em 
bodimcnt of this invention. 
FIGS. 17 and 18 are circuit schematic diagrams 

which fit together with FIG.3 and either FIG. 5 or FIG. 
14 to disclose the alternate embodiment of FIG. 16. 
FIG. 9 illustrates how FIGS. 17 and 18 fit into an 

overall circuit schematic. 
FIG. 20 is a block diagram of another alternate em 

bodiment of this invention. 
FIG. 21 is a block diagram of another alternate em 

bodiment of this invention. 
FIG, 22 is a partial circuit schematic diagram of the 

alternate embodiment of FIG. 21. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

FIG. 1 is a general block diagram of a synthesizer sys 
tem of the type disclosed in the above-referenced 
Schrecongost application. Keyboard 10 produces con 
trol signals which are fed via cable 20 to keying circuits 
140 which are regular polyphonic organ tone signal 
keying circuits. Top octave tone generator 100 gener 
ates the highest octave of tone signals which are fed via 
cable 1 1 0 to frequency dividers 120 which comprise 
parallel chains of frequency dividers to generate other 
octaves of tone signals to be fed to keying circuits 140. 
Each of the actuated control elements in keyboard 10 
operates one or more individual keying circuits in 
block 140 to produce polyphonic tone signal outputs 
on cable 150 as in a regular clectronic organ system. 
Preferably the polyphonic organ system employs large 
scale integrated circuits to perform the top octave tone 
generation, frequency division, and D.C. keying as is 
characteristic of recent models of organs introduced by 
Hammond Organ Company. It would also be preferable 
to employ a separate oscillator and top octave tone 
generator to feed frequency dividers 120 so that anima 
tion of polyphonic organ signals will be independent of 
animation of monophonic synthesizer signals. U.S. Pat. 
No. 3,534,144 and 3,636,231 disclose integrated cir 
cuit approaches to stairstep synthesis keying for for 
mant organ voices and drawbar synthesis keying for 
sine wave synthesis organ voices. 
Keyboard 10 is preferably a single contact per key 

system and the D.C. keying control signals from actu 
ated keys which are fed via cable 20 to organ keying 
circuits 140 are also sent via cable 40 through low oc 
tave lockout circuit 30 to note collect circuit 60 and 
octave collect circuit 70 via cable branches 42 and 41. 
Thc output signals from note collect circuit 60 are cou 
pled via cable 90 to note perference circuit 160. The 
output signals from octave collect circuit 70 are fed via 
cable 50 to low octave lockout circuit 30 and key, oc 
tave preference circuit 190. Signals from octave collect 
circuit 70 cause low octave lockout circuit 30 to lock 
out all control signals from keyboard 10 except those 
corresponding to the highest octave in which keys are 
actuated. This lockout is effective only for control sig 
mals fed to octave collect circuit 70 and note collect cir 
cuit 60 and does not affect the transmission of control 
signals to organ keying circuits 140 because of isolation 
resistors (not shown) within keyboard 10. As a result 
of low octave lockout circuit 30 only one octave of 
keys, namely that of the highest actuated keym is active 
with respect to the synthesizer portion of the system. 
This synthesizer system will bc described in terms of a 
high select system which is considered to be more use 
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ful when the upper or solo keyboard of an organ is used 
to control the synthesizer since the melody note is usu 
ally the highest note played in polyphonic playing and 
the synthesizer is essentially a melody instrument. It 
should be readily apparent that a low select system 
could be provided for a stand-alone version of the syn 
thesizer system and would be essentially the reverse of 
the approach to be described herein. It should also be 
apparent that a combined low and high select system 
could also be provided by duplicating the necessary cir 
cuitry. 
Top octave tone generator 100 generates at least the 

top octave of twelve tone signals on cable 110. The 
highest C note may also be gencrated as a thirteenth 
tone signal. These tone signals on cable 110 feed note 
preference circuit 160 which is controlled by signals 
from note collect circuit 60 to gate onto output lead 
161 only the tone signal corresponding to the highest 
note played in the active octave. Divider 170 divides 
the tone signal on lead 161 into octavely related tone 
signals on cable 180. Octave preference circuit 190 
functions under the control of signals from octave col 
lect circuit 70 to gate onto lead 191 the appropriate 
one of the octavely related tone signals from divider 
170 corresponding to the octave in which the highest 
key is actuated. The tone signal on lead 191 thus corre 
sponds to the highest key actuated in the active (high 
est) octave in which keys are actuated. Low octave 
lockout circuit 30 prevents any higher key actuated in 
a lower octave from affecting not preference circuit 
161 and thereby precludes erroneous tone signal selec 
tion when plural keys in different octaves are actuated. 
The high tone signal on lead 191 is fed to pitch and 

waveform circuits 200 wherein various different 
pitches may be selected and different waveforms pro 
duced. The selected tone signal of sclected pitch and 
waveform is fed to a voltage-controlled filter 210, 
thence to a voltage-controlled amplifier, and finally to 
an output speaker system. Pitch and waveform circuits 
200, voltage-controlled filter 210, voltage-controlled 
amplifier 220, top octave tone generator 100, voltage 
controller oscillator 240, vibrato and portamento cir 
cuits 250, filter envelope generator 270, amplifier en 
velope generator 280, legato pulse generator 260, volts 
per octave circuit 230 and keydown detector 80 are 
discussed in detail below in conjunction with FIGS. 
2-1 1. FIG. 2 is a specific block diagram of a synthesizer 
system according to this invention and will be de 
scribed in reference to FIGS. 3 to 1 1 which show spe 
cific circuitry for each of the blocks and which are to 
be assembled according to FIG. 12. 
Keyboard 10, octave collect I 70A, keydown detec 

tor 80, low octave lockout 30, low note lockout 290, 
note collect 60, and octave collect 70 are shown in de 
tail in FIG. 5. Keyboard 10 comprises a plurality of 
keyswitches 11 coupled to a keying bus 12 to which is 
applied to -V1 keying potential from a power supply 
(not shown). Five full octaves of keyswitches are repre 
sented by the first and last switch associated with the 
lowest and highest notes in each octave. Also a siwtch 
for C6 the 61st note of a console model organ is shown. 
The number of keyboard octaves is arbitrary. 
Cable 21 couples keyswitches 11 to octave collect 

circuit 70A which comprises a plurality of diodes D4 
which gate all keying signals from keyswitches in the 
same keyboard octave to a common bus. Low octave 
lockout circuit 30 receives signals from octave collect 
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circuit to lock out keying signals from all but the high 
est octave in which key switches are actuated in the fol 
lowing manner. A keying signal from the C6 key switch 
is fed through a diode D4 to a transistor gating circuit 
30E. This negative keying signal turns on transistor TS 
to a saturate condition to ground out common octave 
bus 0B5. The keying signal also is fed via the string of 
diodes D5 to turn on identical transistor gates in blocks 
30A to 30D to ground out common octave busses 0B1 
to 0B4. The ground reference voltages on these busses 
are coupled through diodes D7 and cable 41 to the 
junctions between resistors R9 and diodes D3 associ 
ated with the first five keyboard octaves. Consequently 
any keyswitchcs actuated in any of those keyboard oc 
taves will be locked out by being shunted to ground. 
Thus with the C6 key switch actuated a keying signal 
will appear only on common note bus NB1 and com 
mon octave bus 0B6. 

Similarly, if one of the keyswitches in the fifth key 
board octave is the highest one actuated a keying signal 
is coupled via cable 21 a diode D4 into block 30D to 
turn on a transistor gate and thereby to ground out 
common octave bus 0B4. The same keying signal is fed 
to the left through diodes D5 to gate on transistors in 
circuits 30A to 30C to ground out common octave bus 
ses 0B1 to 0B3, but the keying signal is blocked from 
going to the right to turn on transistor T5. Thus, any 
keyswitches in lower keyboard octaves which are actu 
ated will not produce keying signals on any common 
note busses. Low octave lockout circuit 30 thus causes 
only the highest keyboard octave in which notes are 
played to be active. - 
Note collect circuit 60 functions to collect all com 

mon note keying signals regardless of octave on a com 
mon note bus. Diodes D3 coupled between common 
note keyswitches and common note busses comprise, in 
effect, multi-input logic OR gates. Note that all C note 
keyswitches are coupled to common note bus NB1 and 
all B note keyswitches are coupled to common note bus 
NB12. Thc same is true for all intermcdiate notes of thc 
musical scale. 
Octave collect circuit II 70 functions to collect all 

common octave keying signals on a common Octave 
bus. Thus all keying signals from octave one (C1 to Bi) 
are coupled via cable 41 and diodes D7 to common oc 
tave bus 0B1. All keying signals from octave two are 
coupled similarly to common octave bus OB2, and so 
forth for the rest of the keyboard octaves. 
Low note lockout circuit 290 comprises a plurality of 

transistor gating circuits 290A to 290K. A keying signal 
on common note bus NB12 from any actuated B note 
keyswitch is coupled via diode D9 to gating circuit 
290 K and turns on transistor T-4 to saturation which 
grounds out common note bus NB1 1. The same keying 
signal is fed back via the string of diodes D8 to turn on 
transistors in each of gating circuits 290A to 290J and 
thereby to ground out all common note busses NB1 to 
NB10. A keying signal on any common note bus thus 
turns on gating circuits to lock out all keying signals on 
lower common note busses. 
The combined action of low octave lockout circuit 

30 and low note lockout circuit 290 is to provide unam 
biguous high note select whereby only the highest keys 
witch actuated will effectively produce a keying signal 
on related common note and common Octave busses. 
It should be noted that, while the low octave lockout 
circuit locks out keying signals from all but the high 
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6 
note octave at the input to note collect circuit 60 to 
prevent a higher note in a lower octave from acting on 
low note lockout circuit 290, the low note lockout cir 
cuit 290 is D.C. isolated via resistors R9 from low oc 
tave lockout circuit 30 and this is required to permit 
low octave lockout circuit 30 to function when the 
player changes from a particular note in one octave to 
a lower note in a higher octave. Under such circum 
stances, low octave lockout circuit 30 must be able to 
respond to the lower note in the higher octave to lock 
out the keyboard octave of the former note. Also key 
ing signals for polyphonic organ keying circuits would 
be taken directly off the keyswitches to avoid the lock 
out effects of low octave and low note lockout circuits. 
FIG. 6 shows note binary encoder 300, note word 

latches 310, octave binary encoder 330, and octave 
word latches 330. Because low octave and low note 
lockout circuits provide unambiguous high note select 
and only one keying signal appears on each of the sets 
of common note and common octave busses, the note 
and octave keying signals can be encoded into a binary 
word for storing in note and octave word latches. A 
keying signal on common note bus NB1 is encoded into 
the binary word 0001 stored in FFN 1 to FFN4. This re 
sults from the encoding through diodes D10 to the set 
lead S1 of latch FFN 1 and the reset leads R2 to R4 of 
latches FFN2 to FFN4. Similar analysis shows that key 
ing signals on common note busses are encoded into 
binary words according to the following chart: 

Common Note Bus FFN FFN2 FFN3 FFN.4 

NBl () () () 
NB2 () l () () 
NB3 l l () () 
NB4 () () () 
NB5 () () 
NB6 () l () 
NB7 () 
NB8 () () () 
NB9 () () 1 
NB() () () 
NBl () 
NB2 () () 

Similarly, keying signals on common octave busses 
0B1 to 0B6 arc encoded into binary words and stored 
in Octave latches FF01 to FF03 as follows: 

Common Octave Bus FFO FFO2 FFO3 

OB () () 
OB2 () ( 
OB3 l () 
OB4 () () 1 
O35 () 
O3(s () 

The diode encode gating to both set and reset leads 
is preferable to using a common reset signal in a set 
preference flip-flop" because it avoids any race condi 
tion between setting and resetting and ensures prompt, 
accurate changing of stored binary note and octave 
words as different notes are played on keyboard 10. 
Each of the note latches FFN 1 to FFN4 (see FIG. 6) 

and octave latches FFO1 to FFOS is a standard bistable 
flip-flop circuit. A negative keying signal on set lead S1 
of note latch FFN 1 turns on transistor T6 which turns 
off transistor T7 as the collector of transistor T6 and 
thus the base of transistor T7 goes to ground. This is the 
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set state of latch FFN1 with a -V2 signal on output Q1 
and ground on Ol. A negative keying signal on reset 
lead R1 of note latch FFN 1 turns on transistor T7 and 
transistor T6 turns off to place a-V2 signal on Q1 and 
ground on Q1. 5 
Top octave tone generator 100 and voltage 

controlled oscillator 240 are shown in FIG. 3. Transis 
tors T1 and T2 comprise a well-known type of oscilla 
tor circuit which produces a rectangular wave output 
at the collector of transistor T2 which is amplified by 1() 
transistor T3 and related circuitry and fed to a pair of 
integrated circuits 101, 102 which contain parallel fre 
quency divider chains to produce a top octave of tone 
signals on output leads designated 110 plus a high C 
tone signal on lead 111. The frequency of oscillator 15 
240 is controlled by the capacitance value of varicap 
diode VC1 which in turn is controlled by a D.C. control 
signal on input lead 251. 
The top octave of tone signals is coupled to note de 

code gates 320 shown in FIG. 4 and the high C tone sig- 20 
nal is coupled via lead 111 directly to octave decode 
gates 350 in FIG. 8 through a buffer amplifier compris 
ing transistor T32 and associated circuit components. 
Each of the top octaves of tone signals is gated through 
to output lead 321 by diodes D2 only when a unique as- 25 
sociated note binary word is stored in note latches 
FFN 1 to FFN4. For example, when the stored note bi 
nary word is 0001, all of the diodes D2 coupled to the 
C note top octave tone signal lead are back biased be 
cause Q1, O2, Q3, and Q4 all have a -V2 signal 30 
thereon; and thus the C5 tone signal appears on output 
lead 321. The ground signal on lead Q1 forward biases 
diodes D2 coupled between it and the C#, D # , F, G, 
A, and B so all of these tone signals are shunted to 
ground. Similarly the ground signals on leads Q2, Q3, 
and O4 cause the D, E, F #, G# , and A # signals to 
be shunted to ground. A similar analysis would show 
that, for each of the binary note words set forth in the 
above table of note words, one and only one top octave 
tone signal is gated through to lead 321. Dioded D3 iso 
lates the grounded tone signal channels from output 
lead 321. 
Since note word latches FFN 1 to FFN4 have stored 

the encoded high note keying signal on common note 
busses NB1 to NB12, the tone signal on lead 321 corre 
sponds to the top octave not of the highest note played 
on the keyboard regardless of the octave in which the 
note is playcd. This high note tone signal is fed via lead 
321 to frequency divider circuitry 170 in FIG. 8 
through a buffer amplifier comprising transistor T31 
and its associated circuit components and an input am 
plifier A1. 
FIG. 8 shows frequency dividers 170, octave decode 

gates 350, pitch and waveform circuits 200, and volt 
per octave circuit 230. Volt per octave circuit 230 will 
be discussed later. Frequency dividers FD1 to FD4 di 
vide down the top octave high note tone signal which 
relates to keyboard octave five to four octavely related 
frequencies for the first keyboard octave. The high C 
tone signal, top octave high note tone signal, and four 
octavely related tone signals feed octave decode gates 
350. Depending on the binary octave word stored in 
octave word latches FFO1 to FFO3, one of these six 
tone signals is gated through octavc decode gates 350 
to output lead 171 through a buffer amplifier compris 
ing transistor T33 and its related circuit components. 
For example, if the binary octave word stored is 10, 
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which corresponds to a keying signal on common oc 
tave bus OB6, the signals on Q5, Q6, and Q7 leads are 
all -V2 which back biases diodes D20 coupled to the 
signal lead with the high C note tone signal to gate that 
signal through to output lead 171. All other octave tone 
signal leads which have C5, C4, C3, C2, and C1 tone 
signals thereon will be shunted to ground through one 
or more of forward biased diodes D20 coupled to out 
put leads from octave latches FFO1 to FFO3. 
Since octave word latches FFO1 to FFO3 have stored 

the encoded high octave keying signal on common oc 
tave busses OB1 to OB6, the tone signal on lead 171 
corresponds to the proper octave tone signal for the 
highest note played on the keyboard. 
The high note tone signal on lead 171 feeds pitch and 

waveform circuit 200. As shown, lead 171 is directly 
coupled to lead 206 and is also coupled to a string of 
frequency dividers FD5 to FD7. The signal on leads 
171 and 206 is a 4-foot pitch square wave. Frequency 
dividers FD5 to FD7 successively divide the 4-foot sig 
nal into signals at 8-foot, 16-foot, and 32-foot on leads 
205, 204, and 203, respectively. These are all square 
wave signals at the different pitches. The four-foot 
square wave on lead 206 and the eight-foot square 
wave on lead 205 are coupled through weighting resis 
tors R106 and R107 to a summing resistor R108 to 
form a four-step stairstep type of sawtooth wave at an 
8-foot pitch. Transistor T48 and its related circuit com 
ponents comprise an A.C. amplifier for the 8-foot stair 
step signal so that a version of that signal at substan 
tially the same signal level as the square wave signals is 
provided on lead 207. In a similar fashion, a weighted 
summing network comprising resistors R113 to R1 16 
produces an 8-step stairstcp signal at a 16-foot pitch 
which is amplified by transistor T49 and its related cir 
cuit components and coupled to lead 208. Also, a 
weighted summing network comprising resistors R121 
to R124 produces an eight-step stairstep signal at 32 
foot pitch which is amplified by transistor T50 and its 
related circuit components and coupled to lead 209. 
Cable 202 carries signal leads 203 to 209 separately to 
seven separate switches S12 to S18 (FIG.9) which se 
lect one or more signals of different waveforms and/or 
pitches to be placed on lead 201 which feeds voltage 
controlled filter 210. 
FIG. 9 shows voltage-controlled filter 210, voltage 

controlled amplifier 220, and amplifier envelope gener 
ator 280. 

In general, voltage-controlled filter 210 has a gain 
versus frequency characteristic which peaks at a reso 
nant frequency which is set by a D.C. control voltage 
on lead 271. Thus, as will be seen later in conjunction 
with a description of the operation of filter envelope 
generator 270 (FIG. 11), a time-varying D.C. voltage 
envelope on lead 271 will dynamically vary the fre 
quency response of filter 210 to produce certain desir 
able musical effects. The output of voltage-controlled 
filter on lead 21 1 is coupled to voltage-controlled am 
plifier 220. It should be apparent that a switch control 
(not shown) could be readily provided to by-pass filter 
210 and couple the signal on lead 201 directly into am 
plifier 220 when desired by the player. 

Voltage-controlled amplifier 220 comprises transis 
tors T52 to T56 and related circuit components. Tran 
sistors T55 and T56 and related circuit components 
form an input differential amplifier stage, the gain of 
which is controlled by the D.C. voltage level on ampli 
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fier control input lead 281. When lead 281 is at ground, 
this input amplifier stage is off, and negative D.C. volt 
ages on lead 28 turn the stage on with a gain propor 
tional to the magnitude of the negative D.C. voltage. 
This signal on lead 21 1 from filter 210 is A.C. coupled 
into the base of transistor T56. Transistors TS2 and 
T53 together with related circuitry form a second stage 
differential amplifier fed by differential outputs from 
the first stage. The final audio tone signal output is 
taken off level adjust resistor R162 coupled to the col 
lector of transistor T53. The level of the audio output 
is directly proportional to the gain of first differential 
amplifier stage as controlled by the D.C. control volt 
age on amplifier control lead 281. Amplifier envelope 
generator 280 provides various types of switch select 
able D.C. control envelopes on amplifier control lead 
281 to produce various kinds of dynamic amplitude 
modulation of a tone signal input to voltage-controlled 
amplifier 220. 
Lead 81 has thereon a keydown signal developed by 

key down detector 80 in FIG. 5. Thus lead 81 has a neg 
ative D.C. keying signal thereon as long as any keys 
witch in any octave is actuated. With switch S20 closed 
a slow attack circuit comprising resistors R180 and 
R 181 and diodes D24 and D25 are coupled to time 
constant capacitor, C-45. Transistor T63 and related cir 
cuit components comprise an emitter follower driver 
stage with the voltage on time constant capacitor C45 
reproduced on the emitter of transistor T63. The value 
of resistor R181 is chosen (see table below) such that, 
upon occurrence of a negative keydown signal, timing 
capacitor C45 is slowly charged to a maximum negative 
voltage (the voltage on the junction of resistors R178 
and R179), producing a slowly rising D.C. control volt 
age on control lead 281 and thus a slow attack (slow 
rise in amplitude) of the tone signal output from ampli 
fier 220. (Resistors R35 and R178 are of small value 
and have little effect on time constants.) when the key 
down signal disappears, the voltage on lead 81 goes to 
ground and timing capacitor C45 discharges through 
resistors R350 and R180 in parallel. Diode D25 routes 
discharge current around resistor R181 to remove it 
from the discharge path and diode D24 blocks dis 
charge current from resistor R179. The discharge time 
constant, and thus the tone decay rate, is controlled 
mainly by resistor R180 since it is lower in value than 
resistor R350 (see table below). With switch S20 
closed, the tone signal comes on slow when a key is de 
pressed and decays slowly when a key is released. How 
ever, the slow attack of tone is only provided during de 
tached note playing since the keydown signal will re 
main if a second note is played before releasing the 
first. 
Switch S21 controls operation of a fast attack fast 

decay circuit comprising resistors R182 and R179. Re 
sistor R182 has a value (see table) such that, upon Oc 
currence of a negative keydown signal, timing capaci 
tor C45 is very rapidly charged to maximum negative 
voltage, producing a rapidly rising D.C. control voltage 
on control lead 281, and thus fast attack of the tone Sig 
nal output from amplifier 220. When the keydown sig 
nal disappears, timing capacitor C-45 discharges pri 
marily through resistors R182 and R179 which are of 
low value and thus produce fast decay of the tone sig 
nal. 
Switches S22 and S19 control the operation and cou 

pling of a sostenuto circuit to timing capacitor C45. 
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The sostenuto circuit comprises transistors T57 to T59 
and related circuit components. Transistors T57 and 
T58 are interconnected in a typical bistable flip-flop 
configuration. Transistor T59 has its base electrode 
connected through normally closed switch S19, and 
thus it is normally on to hold the flip-flop circuit in 
reset by grounding the base of transistor T57 which 
turns transistor T57 off and transistor T58 on. With 
transistor T58 on, its collector is at ground potential, 
and thus capacitor C45 and lead 281 are at ground and 
amplifier 220 is off when the sostenuto control switches 
S19 and S22 are actuated (S19 opens, S22 closes). 
When S19 opens, transistor T59 goes off, and the 
ground clamp is removed from the base of flip-flop 
transistor T57. But the flip-flop is in reset, so capacitor 
C45 and control lead 281 are at ground and amplifier 
220 is off. The first negative keydown signal after soste 
nuto control switches are actuated, is coupled to the 
base of transistor T57 which turns transistor T57 on 
and transistor T58 off, placing the flip-flop in a set 
state. The voltage on the collector of transistor T58 
rises to a predetermined fraction -V2 and capacitor 
C45 rapidly charges to that potential. Thus amplifier 
220 turns on with fast attack. Upon release of a keys 
witch, the keydown signals goes to ground but diode 
D26 prevents the ground from reaching the base of 
transistor T57 so the flip-flop remains in a set state and 
amplifier 220 stays on at fixed gain for each tone signal 
fed into it. The note and octave word latches have 
memorized the last played tone and thus it will sound 
until a new note is played. Each successive note played 
will sound in sostenuto fashion regardless of whether 
the keyswitch is kept actuated. When the sostenuto 
control switches are released (S19 closed, S22 
opened), transistor T59 is rapidly turned on by the 
negative-going signal on its base due to resistor R188 
and capacitor C47. Thus the base of transistor T57 rap 
idly goes to ground, and the flip-flop circuit is flopped 
back to the reset state. The last played tone dies away 
slowly as capacitor C45 discharges through R350 un 
less a make before break set of switch contacts is used 
so that the ground on the collector of transistor T58 
rapidly discharges capacitor C45 before switch S22 
opens. 
Switch S23 controls the coupling of percussion sus 

tain circuits to capacitor C45. Transistors T60, T61, 
and T62 together with related circuit components com 
prise a multimode percussion sustain circuit which 
functions under the control of input keydown and le 
gato pulse signals on leads 81 and 261 respectively. The 
legato pulse circuit has not yet been described; but for 
purposes of the present description, it is sufficient to 
State that the legato pulse is a short negative-going 
pulse on lead 261 which occurs each time a new effec 
tive high note has been played. Thus this legato pulse 
occurs each time a new tone signal is presented to am 
plifier 220. 
The negative-going legato pulse is coupled to the 

base of transistor T60 to turn transistor T60 on for an 
instant only to send a fast charging pulse to capacitor 
C45 as its emitter goes to -V1 and this negative volt 
age is coupled through diode D28 and resistor R352 to 
capacitor C45. Resistor R352 has a low value which 
provides for fast attack but prevents transients which 
would produce undesirable effects. When transistor 
T60 turns off, capcacitor C45 begins to discharge rap 
idly through resistors R352, R179, and R192 until the 
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voltage across capacitor C-45 equals the potential at the 
junction of resistors R191 and R192 (preferably about 
-5 volts). At this time diode D27 becomes back biased 
and no longer conducts current through this fact dis 
charge path. This initial fast discharge occurs in every 
operating mode of the percussion sustain circuit and 
provides for definite distinct strike tones when notes 
are repetitively keyed in rapid fashion. 
The first mode of operation of the percussion sustain 

circuit occurs when switch S24 is closed to back bias 
diodes D29 and D30 with -V1 volts. This prevents the 
disappearance of the key down signal from terminating 
the sustain tail on the gated percussion tone. Otherwise 
when the signal on lead 81 goes to ground after key re 
lease, diodes D29 and D30 would innmediately dis 
charge capacitor C45 and thus cut off the tone signal. 
Consequently, with switch S24 closed, the sustained 
percussion tone continues to die away slowly even after 
release of the keyswitch. With switch S24 open, the 
sustained percussion tone terminates abruptly upon 
key release. This is the second mode of operation. 
The percussion sustain time constant, after the initial 

stage of fast discharge of capacitor C45, is controlled 
by switches S25 and S26. With switches S25 and S26 
open, the second stage of discharge of capacitor C45 
occurs only through resistor R351 and is very slow. 
With switch S26 closed (S25 open), transistor T62 
turns on to place resistor R199 in the discharge path; 
but resistor R 199 has a high value (see table) so the 
second stage of discharge is still quite slow. With switch 
25 closed, transistor T61 turns on to place resistor 
R196 in the discharge path. Since resistor R196 has rel 
atively low valuc (see table), the second stage of dis 
charge is very rapid and, in fact, is more rapid than the 
first stage of decay. It should be apparent that addi 
tional circuits could be added to provide other discrete 
second stage decay times. And, if desired, cither or 
both of the first and second stages of decay could be 
controlled by potentiometers available to the player. 
Thus, by operation of switch S24 the percussion sustain 
circuit is switched from a post key release terminate 
mode to a post key release continue mode of percus 
sion sustain and by operation of switches S25 and S26 
the time constant of the second stage of tone decay is 
variable between slow and fast decay. Of course, switch 
S23 controls whether the amplifier envelope generator 
is in the percussion sustain mode or not. 
FIG. 9 also shows a white noise generator comprising 

transistors T64 to T66 and related circuit components. 
Transistor T64 is a noise transistor with its base-emitter 
junction operating as an avalanche diode to produce a 
white noise spectrum at its emitter. Transistors T65 and 
T66 and related circuit componcmts comprise A.C. sig 
nal amplifiers for the white noise with the tuned circuit 
composed of L1, R207, C50, producing a filtering ef. 
fect at the output of the second amplifier circuit. The 
white noise signal is coupled through capacitor CS1 
and resistor R208 to the base of transistor T55 in volt 
age-controlled amplifier 220 (with signal level set by 
R210) so that the white noise is enveloped along with 
the tone signals at the output of amplifier 220. 

FIG. 1 1 shows filter cnvelope generator 270 which 
produces various types of D.C. control signals on lead 
271 to control voltage-controlled filter 210. Switches 
S36 to S39 operate to place different negative D.C. 
control voltagcs on lead 271 to set the reset position of 
the filter at different frequencies. The filter envelope 
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generator has two modes of operation: triggered and 
free running. These modes are controlled by switch 
S22. With switch S22 open, -V2 potential is coupled 
through resistors R250 and R256 to the base of transis 
tor T78 and keeps transistor T78 off. Diode D47 is re 
verse biased so -V2 is not coupled through it. With 
transistor T78 off, its collector is at ground, and this 
ground potential is coupled to the base of transistor 
T81 to turn transistor T81 on. With transistor T81 on, 
the base of transistor T80 is clamped to a -V2 poten 
tial, and transistor T80 is locked out from turning on. 
This produces the triggered mode of operation which 
will now be described. 
A negative-going keydown signal on lead 81 is cou 

pled through resistor R247, diode D48, and resistor 
R251 to the base of transistor T76 to turn that transis 
tor on. The potential on collector of transistor T76 thus 
changes from V2 to ground and this positive-going 
signal is A.C. coupled through capacitor C59 and 
through resistor R254 to the base of transistor T77. 
This turns on T77 momentarily to discharge capacitor 
C58 to one diode drop above ground through diode 
D49. At the same time, this negative-going keydown 
signal is differentiated by capacitor C57 and resistor 
R246 to produce a negative signal spike which is cou 
pled through diode D60 to the base of transistor T70. 
As a result, transistor T70 turns off, putting --V2 on its 
collector, and thus turning on transistor T71. With 
transistor T71 on, its collector is at -V2 potential, and 
this potential is fed via resistors R233 and R234 to the 
bases of transistors T72 and T73, respectively. Conse 
quently, transistor T72 turns on and transistor T73 
turns off. 
Capacitor C58 had been reset by a short pulse, but 

now starts to charge up toward a positive voltage --V2 
on the emitter of transistor T72. Transistor T72 with its 
associated circuit components functions as a constant 
current source to charge capacitor C58 in a linear man 
ner at a rate determined by the effective emitter resis 
tance. Switches S29 to S32 control the effective emitter 
resistance of transistor T72 by switching in different 
value resistors R238 to R241; and thus these switches 
control the rate at which capacitor C58 is charged via 
the collector-emitter circuit of transistor T72. 

Transistor T82 is coupled to capacitor C58 in an 
emitter follower configuration so the voltage on its 
emitter follows the voltage on capacitor C58. Transis 
tor T85 thus has the voltage on capacitor C58 appear 
ing on its emitter. Resistors R269 and R270 form a 
voltage divider which sets a positive voltage bias on the 
base of transistor T84 through diode D53 which keeps 
transistor T85 off until the voltage on its emitter rises 
to about +4 volts due to the charge accumulated on ca 
pacitor C58. Thus, after a defined period of time, ca 
pacitor C58 will charge linearly from 0 to +4 volts, and 
this up ramp signal will appear on the emitters of tran 
Sistors. T82 and T85. 
At this point in time, transistor T85 turns on; and the 

+4 volts on its emitter appears also on its collector and 
is fed back to the base of transistor T70. With 4 volts 
on its base, transistor T70 turns on, to put -V2 on its 
collector and turn off transistor T71. When transistor 
T71 turns off, its collector rises to --V2 and conse 
quently turns off transistor T72 and turns on transistor 
T73. Transistor T73 with its associated circuit compo 
nents also functions as a constant current source to dis 
charge capacitor CS8 toward ground at a constant rate. 
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Resistors R260 and R259 form a voltage divider 
which sets a bias voltage equal to about two diode 
drops on the emitter of transistor T79, so that transistor 
T79 will turn on when the voltage on capacitor C58 
drops to one diode drop above ground. When transistor 
T79 turns on, its collector and emitter potentials are at 
about the same potential, and diode D52 thus clamps 
capacitor C58 and prevents reverse charging thereof by 
transistor T73. However, with transistor T81 on, tran 
sistor T79 cannot turn on transistor T80, so nothing 
changes until the next key down signal turns off transis 
tor T70 to start a new ramp up interval. It should be 
noted that the speed of the ramp down of the voltage 
on capacitor C58 is determined by the effective emitter 
resistance of transistor T73; and switches S28 and S33 
turn on transistors T74 and T75, respectively, to place 
resistors R243 and R242, respectively, in the emitter 
circuit of transistor T73. Thus switches S28 and S33 
control the rate at which capacitor CS8 is discharged 
between +4 volts and ground by transistor T73. 

In the free-running mode of operation, switch S27 is 
closed and +V2 potential forward biases diode D47 to 
lock out or prevent key down signals on lead 81 from 
turning on transistors T76 and T77 to reset capacitor 
C58. This +V2 potential turns on transistor T78 which, 
in turn, turns off transistor T81, removing the clamp on 
transistor T80. With that clamp removed, transistor 
T8() will turn on when transistor T79 turns on as the 
voltage on capacitor C58 drops to ground. When tran 
sistor T80 turns on, its collector has -V2 potential on 
it, which is fed back to the base of transistor T70 to 
turn transistor T70 off. This starts a new ramp up pe 
riod as transistors T71 and T72 turn on and T73 turns 
off. The voltage on capacitor C58 rises linearly to +4 
volts and transistor T85 fires to turn transistor T70 on, 
T71 off, T72 off, and T73 on to start a ramp down pe 
riod. The voltage on capacitor C58 drops toward 
ground in a linear fashion and then transistor T78 fires 
to turn transistor T80 on T70 off, T71 on, T72 on, and 
T73 off to start a new ramp up period. The circuitry re 
cycles continuously until switch S22 is released to pre 
vent the start of a new cycle. 
Switches S34 and S35 function to turn on transistors 

T83 and T84, respectively, and thus to control the sig 
nal level on the base of transistor T86 by controlling 
whether or not resistors R264 and R265 shunt some of 
the signal to ground. Thus switches S34 and S35 con 
trol the amplitude of the variation in D.C. signal on 
control signal lead 271. Transistors T86 and T87 with 
associated circuit components convert an input Voltage 
signal on the base of transistor T86 to an output current 
on the commoned collectors of transistors T86 which 
is inversely proportional to the input voltage. 
The final result is a signal on control signal lead 271 

which comprises a triangular voltage ramp riding on a 
fixed D.C. voltage. The ramp portion of the signal 
causes voltage-controlled filter 210 to sweep up and 
down over a range of resonant frequencies. The width 
of the sweep range is controlled by Switches S34 and 
S35. The speed of the up sweep is controlled by 
switches S29 to S32; and the speed of the down sweep 
is controlled by switches S28 and S33. Switch S22 con 
trols whether the sweep is repetitive or free running 
(i.e., independent of keying information) or triggered 
each time a new keydown signal is received. In the trig 
gered mode, one sweep up and down will occur with 
each separate keydown signal. Legato playing will de 
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feat the Sweep, and notes must be played detached to 
retrigger the sweep. Of course it should be understood 
that, if desired, the legato pulse on lead 261 could be 
used to trigger a sweep with each new note played, but 
the player would not have control over whether a 
sweep occurred in that mode of triggering. 
FIG. 7 shows vibrato and portamento circuits 250 

which include a vibrato oscillator, a delay vibrato cir 
cuit, a burble circuit (initial vibrato only), a pitch slide 
circuit, and a flatted attach circuit. First the vibrator 
oscillator will be described. 
Transistors T24 and T25 with related circuit compo 

nents comprise a Schmitt trigger circuit; and transistors 
T26 and T27 with related circuit components each 
comprise a constant current source. Capacitor C16 is 
a main time constant capacitor, and switches S5 to S7 
control the presence or absence in the circuit of auxili 
ary time constant capacitors C16 to C19. Transistor 
T28 with its related circuit components comprises an 
emitter follower circuit so the voltage on its emitter fol 
lows the voltage on its base which is developed across 
one or more of capacitors C16 to C19. 
Assume that the circuitry initially is in the following 

operating state. Transistor T24 is off, and transistor 
T25 is accordingly on because of +14 on its base. With 
transistor T25 on, its collector is substantially at ground 
potential which is fed to the bases of transistors T26 
and T27, turning transistor T26 on and transistor T27 
off. Under this condition, capacitor C6 is charging lin 
early toward the V2 (+14) supply voltage coupled to 
the emitter of transistor T26. This charging continues 
until the voltage on the emitter of transistor T28 rises 
to about --1 () volts, at which time sufficient forward 
voltage is developed across the base-emitter junction of 
transistor T24 to begin to turn that transistor on. As 
T24 turns on, the potential on its collector and thus on 
the base of transistor T25 begins to drop toward 
ground; and, as a result, transistor T25 begins to turn 
off. As transistor T25 turns off, its collector starts to 
rise toward --V2 which is fed back via resistor R52 to 
increase the forward bias on transistor T24 and thus to 
regeneratively turn that transistor on to a saturated 
condition and transistor T25 completely off. This ac 
tion happens very rapidly. 
With transistor T25 completely off, the positive po 

tential on its collector is fed to the bases of transistors 
T26 and T27, turning transistor T26 off and transistor 
T27 on. Consequently, capacitor C16 stops charging 
and begins to discharge linearly toward ground poten 
tial on the emitter of transistor T27. When the potential 
across capacitor C16, and thus the potential on the 
emitter of transistor T28, falls to about --4 volts, the po 
tential at the junction of resistors R60 and R61, which 
is fed via diode D15 to the base of transistor T24, falls 
accordingly and begins to turn off transistor T24. Thus, 
transistor T25 begins to turn on; and through the regen 
erative feedback process, transistor T24 is turned off 
completely and transistor T25 is turned on to a satu 
rated condition. The ground potential now on the col 
lector of transistor T25 turns transistor T26 on and 
transistor T27 off to begin a new charging cycle for ca 
pacitor C16. The charging-discharging cycles continue 
repetitively at a rate determined by the value of capaci 
tor C16 and the presence or absence of capacitors C17 
to C19. Thus, switches S5 to S7 control the frequency 
of this vibrato oscillator circuit. 
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Resistors R62, R63, and R370 form a voltage divider 

with resistor R63 adjustable to center the positive and 
negative signal swings at the junction of resistors R370 
and R62 at ground potential or zero volts. Switches S10 
and S11 control the turning on of transistors T29 and 
T30, respectively, to place resistors R86 and R89, re 
spectively, in a shunt circuit to ground. Thus, switches 
S10 and S11 control the amplitude of the A.C. vibrato 
signal which is coupled through capacitor C15, resis 
tors R84 and R85, and the amplifier comprising transis 
tor T18 and related circuitry to oscillator control lead 
251, provided transistor T23 is off so that the signal is 
not shunted to ground. 
Transistor T23 stays off continuously when neither 

delayed vibrato nor burble are desired. To obtain de 
layed vibrato, transistor T23 is turned on for a short 
time following each new keydown signal; and to obtain 
burble, transistor T23 is turned on after a short period 
of being off. Switches S8 and S9 individually control 
the delayed vibrato and burble circuit functions, re 
spectively, and together control whether normal vi 
brato is on or off. 
To obtain delayed vibrato, switch S8 is open and S9 

closed. With switch S9 closed transistor T21 is on; and 
as a result, transistor T23 will be biased to an off condi 
tion through forward biased diodes D19 and the emit 
ter-collector circuit of transistor T21 unless a negative 
signal is coupled into its base through resistor R81 to 
turn transistor T23 on. A negative-going keydown sig 
nal on lead 81 is differentiated by capacitor C11 and 
resistor R66 to produce a negative-going signal spike 
which momentarily turns on transistor T19, causing the 
potential on its emitter to drop from zero volts to 
around -7 volts. Capacitor C14 is rapidly charged 
through diode D7, and as transistor T19 turns off, ca 
pacitor C14 discharges through resistors R79 and R80. 
The negative voltage across capacitor C14 is coupled 
to the base of transistor T23 through resistor R81 to 
turn transistor T23 on. This shunts out the vibrato sig 
nal to ground, until the voltage on capacitor C14 rises 
to the point that transistor T23 turns off. Then the vi 
brato signal comes on gradually as transistor T23 turns 
off gradually. With switch S8 open, transistor T22 is 
off, and the negative signal on capacitor C14 does not 
get shunted to ground. 
To obtain burble, switch S8 is closed and switch S9 

is open. With switch S8 closed, transistor T22 is on to 
ground out the negative voltage otherwise developed 
on capacitor C14 by the keydown signal. With switch 
S9 open, transistor T21 is off, and thus the bias path 
from -V2 potential through resistor R73 and diodes 
D19 to the base of transistor T23, tends to turn transis 
tor T23 on to shunt out thc vibrato signal. However, 
when a keydown signal occurs, and transistor T19 is 
momentarily turned on, a positive-going signal on the 
collector of transistor T19 is differentiated by capacitor 
C12 and resistor R70 to a positive signal spike which 
turns on transistor T20 to produce a positive spike sig 
nal on its emitter. This positive pulse is coupled 
through diodes D18 to charge capacitor C13, to back 
bias diodes D19, and thus to turn off transistor T23. 
With transistor T23 off, the vibrato signal is not 
shunted to ground and reaches control lead 251. How 
ever, when the positive pulse which charged capacitor 
C13 disappears, capacitor C13 starts to discharge 
through resistor R73. As a result, after a short time, di 
odes D19 become forward biased, and transistor T23 
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starts to turn on to gradually shunt out more and more, 
and finally all, of the vibrato signal. In the delayed vi 
bruto mode, with switch S9 closed and transistor T2 
on, the positive signal on the emitter of transistor T20 
is shunted to ground through transistor T21 and does 
not affect the delayed vibrato circuit. 
To turn off the vibrato altogether, switches S8 and S9 

are both open. Under such a condition, the bias path 
from -V2 through resistor R73 and diodes D19 is ef. 
fective to turn transistor T23 on. When a keydown sig 
nal occurs, both the burble and delayed vibrato circuits 
function, but the effects cancel. The positive pulse 
charging capacitor C13 is more than offset by the nega 
tive pulse charging capacitor C14; and consequently 
transistor T23 stays on and continues to ground out the 
vibrato signal. 
Referring back to FIGS. 8 and 10, the volt per octave 

circuit 230 (FIG. 8) and legato pulse circuit 260 will 
now be described. Each of the transistors T34 to T46 
in volt per octave circuit 230 functions as a D.C. switch 
which places ground on its collector when a negative 
going signal is applied on its associated one of input 
leads Q1 to Q7 from note and octave latches via cables 
371 and 391. Thus the set state of latch FFN1 coincides 
with an on condition of transistor T46, the set state of 
octave latch FFO1 coincides with an on condition of 
transistor T38, and so forth. Transistors T35 to T47 
with associated circuit compoments comprise individ 
ual constant current generators, and the values of their 
emitter resistors R131 to R137 are chosen such that 
they form the ratio series: 1:2:4:6:12:24:48. In other 
words resistor R137 is 48 times the value of resistor 
R131, resistor R136 is 24 times the value of resistor 
R31. 
Consequently, the current output of transistor T35 is 

fortyeight times greater than the current output of tran 
sistor T47. 

In its form, this volt per octave circuit is a digital-to 
analog converter of a special type which treats the two 
binary words stored in note and octave latches as a sin 
gle binary word but gives the least significant binary 
digit in the octave word 12 times the value of the least 
significant digit in the note word. The same result 
would be achieved by using separate digital-to-analog 
converters for the separate binary note and octave 
words and then summing the resultant analog signals in 
a weighted summing network which weights the octave 
analog signal at 12 times the note analog signal. 
However, in the combined digital-to-analog con 

verter 230 shown in FIG. 8, all of the constant current 
sources are weighted properly to accomplish the same 
result. With its associated one of gate transistors T34 
to T46 off, each of transistors T35 to T47 is off because 
resistors R130 place -V l (-28 volts) on the bases of 
the transistors. With its associated one of gate transis 
tors T34 to T46 on, each of transistors T35 to T47 is 
on because resistors R130 and R138 become a voltage 
divider with most of the voltage drop across R130. 
However, diodes D22 clamp the bases of transistors 
T35 to T47 to -18 volts established by zener diode 
D23, so that when any of the transistors T35 to T47 
turn on, their operating point is automatically fixed by 
the 8 volt clamp on their base electrode. 
The collector currents of transistors T35 to T47 are 

all sinked in a common resistor path to ground com 
prising R140 and R141. Thus, the signal on lead 231 is 
a voltage which is proportional to the sum of all of the 
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currents from transistors T35 to T-47 which are gated 
on. As an example, suppose the note C3 is played on 
keyboard 10. This note is encoded into the note and oc 
tave words 0001 and 0 1 1 since keying signals are 
placed on busses NB1 and OB3. Only note latch FFN1 
is set, so only transistor T46 turns on and, in turn, turns 
on transistor T47 in the note section of the digital-to 
analog converter to inject 1 unit of current. Transistors 
T40 to T45 remain off. Both octave latches FFO and 
FFO2 are set, so both transistors T36 and T38 are 
turned on and, in turn, turn on transistors T37 and T39 
in the octave sections. Transistor T39 injects 12 units 
of current, and transistor T37 injects 24 units of cur 
rent. Thus the total current into sink resistors R140, 
R141 is 1 -- 12 -- 24 or 37. Had the note C1 been 
played, only octave latch FFO1 would be set, only tran 
sistors T38 and T39 would be on in the octave section, 
and only 12 units of current would be injected. The 
total current would be l + l2 or 3 units which corre 
sponds to the lowest note on the keyboard. Since C1 
and C3 are 24 notes apart, the change between 13 cur 
rent units for C1 and 37 current units for C3 is 24 cur 
rent units which accords with the note separation. 
Thus, with C3 played, a voltage is produced on lead 

231 which is 24 units higher than when C1 is played. 
If C4 were played, the octave word stored in Octave 
latches would be 100. Only transistors T34 and T35 
would be on in the octave section of the digital-to 
analog converter, and 48 units of current would be in 
jected. The total current would be 49 units, which is 12 
units higher than the 37 units for C3 and 36 units 
higher than the i3 units for C1. If C3 # were played, 
the note word would be 0010 and the octave word 
would remain 011. Only transistors T44 and T45 in the 
note section would be on to inject 2 units of current. 
The total current would be 2 + l2 + 24 or 38 which is 
one more unit than when C3 is played to indicate that 
the next higher note has been played. 
The following table summarizes the operation of the 

volt per octave circuit: 

CURREN, UNITS FROM 
46 T. T.42 T4) 

Note Note Wor 7 T45 T43 4 Total 

C ())) l () () 
C () ) () () () 
D ()() 3 
D () ()() () 4. () 4. 
E (1) 4. () 5 

{}} 2 4 () 
if () 7 

G ()()) () {) () 8 8 
G ()() () 8 9 
A () () () 8 
Af () 2 () 8 
E3 ()() t - 8 2 

CURRENT UNIS FROM 
Octive 38 T36 T34 

Octive Wyrd 39 37 I35 t 

()() () () 
()() () 24 () 24 

3 () 24 () 36 
() 8 48 

5 () 2 8 6() 
f () {} 24 48 7 

It should be apparent that the respective current 
units can easily be adjusted with respect to the values 
of resistors R140 and R141 to produce an output volt 
age on control lead 231 which changes precisely 1 volt 
between cach octave of notes. Thus volt per octave cir 

3) 
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cuit 230 together with the back-up circuitry shown in 
FIGS. 5 and 6 could be used together with a voltage 
controlled oscillator (with proper conversion to an ex 
ponential voltage change function) to provide a synthe 
sizer tone generator system which could be used in the 
Moog and ARP type of synthesizer. 

In the present embodiment, however, this volt per oc 
tave signal is sent on lead 231 to the legato pulse gener 
ator 260 (FIG. 10) and to the pitch slide circuit in FIG. 
7. Legato pulse generator 260 (FIG. 10) will be de 
scribed first. 
A volt per octave signal on lead 231 and a keydown 

signal on lead 81 are coupled into legato pulse genera 
tor 260. Each distinct keydown signal produced when 
one note is played detached from the previous played 
note is a negative-going signal which is divided down by 
resistors R228 and R227 and differentiated by capaci 
tor C55 together with resistor R226 to produce a nega 
tive signal spike. This negative signal spike is coupled 
through diode D46 to the base of transistor T69, and 
turns T69 on. As T69 turns on, its collector rises to 
ward ground from -V2 and thus a positive-going pulse 
is coupled through C56 to the base of T88. As a result, 
T88 turns off, and its collector falls toward -V2. Feed 
back of -V2 through R225 keeps T69 on until C56 
charges through R223 to the point that the base of T88 
is sufficiently negative to turn T88 back on. The collec 
tor of T88 then rises toward ground, and feedback of 
this potential through R225 turns off T69 until another 
negative input pulse to its base occurs. Thus for each 
distinct keydown signal, a short negative pulse is pro 
duced on lead 261. 
However, distinct keydown pulses do not occur dur 

ing legato playing except when the same note is re 
played. To take care of this, the volt per octave signal 
is also used to trigger the one shot or monostable multi 
vibrator circuit comprising transistors T69 and T88 and 
related circuitry. If lead 231 has a positive change in 
voltage thereon due to switching from one note to a 
higher note, this positive signal change is divided down 
by R212 and R213 and is differentiated to a positive 
signal spike by C52 with R214. Diode D33 limits the 
positive signal excursion on the base of T67 to one 
diode drop, but this is enough to turn on T67 harder to 
produce a negative-going signal on its collector. This 
negative-going signal is differentiated by CS4, R219 to 
produce a negative spike signal which is coupled 
through D45 to turn on T69. The one shot goes through 
a firing cycle and produces a short negative output 
pulse on lead 261. The corresponding positive-going 
signal on the collector of T68 is differentiated by C53, 
R220, but the resultant positive spike signal is blocked 
by D44 from opposing the negative spike signal going 
through D45 to trigger the one shot. 

Alternately, if lead 231 has a negative change in volt 
age thereon due to a switch from one note to a lower 
note, this negative signal change is divided down by 
R212, R213 and differentiated by C52, R214 to pro 
duce a negative signal spike. Diode D32 limits the neg 
ative signal excursion on the base of T67 to one diode 
drop, but this is enough to produce a positive-going sig 
nal on the collector of T67 and a corresponding nega 
tive-going signal on the collector of T68. The negative 
going signal is differentiated by C53, R220 to produce 
a negative signal spike, which is coupled through D44 
to trigger the one shot. The positive-going signal differ 
entiated by C54, R219 is, in this case, blocked by D45. 
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Thus, during detached note playing (which must 
occur when the same note is repeated), the separate 
keydown signals will trigger the one shot to produce a 
short legato pulse on lead 261. During legato playing 
(when no separate keydown signal is produced because 
the second note is played before the first is released) 
the volt per octave signal change is used to trigger the 
one shot each time a new effective note is played. This 
legato pulse signal is very brief, and as will be remem 
bered, is coupled to the percussion sustain circuit of 
amplifier envelope generator 280 (FIG. 9). 
The volt per octave signal on lead 231 is also coupled 

to the pitch slide section is portamento and vibrato cir 
cuit 250 (FIG. 7). The keydown signal on lead 81 is 
coupled to both the pitch slide section and the flatted 
attack section, the latter of which will now be de 
scribed. 
Switch S2 controls the operation of the flatted attack 

circuitry by turning on T 14 to provide operating bias 
for T13. T13 is normally off due to the +V2 bias on its 
base through R32. However, a negative keydown signal 
on lead 81 is divided down by R30, R31 and differenti 
ated by C9, R32 to produce a negative spike signal 
which turns on T13. The resultant positive-going signal 
on the collector of T13 is coupled via D50 to charge ca 
pacitor C10 to a positive voltage, a portion of which is 
coupled through D13 and through R45 to the base of 
T18. T18 inverts and amplifies the signal change to 
produce a negative control signal to the voltage 
controlled oscillator (FIG. 3). As a result, the oscillator 
frequency drops immediately so that the newly keyed 
note comes on about 4 semitones down. But as C10 dis 
charges through R36 (and R37 or R38 if they are in the 
circuit) the signal on lead 251 rises to its steady state 
value and the tone slides to its normal pitch as the oscil 
lator reverts to its normal frequency. 
Switch S1 controls the pitch slide circuitry on-off 

function. With switch S1 closed transistor T9 is on and 
the keydown signal on lead 81 is shunted to ground 
through T9. Also T8 is on to shunt the junction of C5 
and C6 to ground so any volt per octave signal on lead 
231 is shunted to ground. Thus, with S1 closed, the 
pitch slide circuit is locked out. With S1 open, T9 is off, 
and a negative-going keydown signal on lead 81 is A.C. 
coupled through C4 to turn off T8 for a short time. 
With T8 off, the volt per octave signal on lead 231 be 
comes effective. 
Assume, first, that with a keydown signal, the signal 

on lead 231 becomes more positive duc to a higher 
note being played. This positive-going signal is differen 
tiated by C5, R25, R26 and amplified and inverted by 
T10. Thus the negative-going signal on the collector of 
T10 is coupled via R27 and C7 to the base of T11, turn 
ing T11 on momentarily to charge C10 to +V2 (+14). 
This positive voltage on C10 then slowly drops as C10 
discharges through R36. This signal waveform is cou 
pled through D13 and R45 to the base of T 18 which in 
verts and amplifies it to produce a signal on lead 251 
which lowers the frequency of the oscillator and then 
gradually brings it back to its normal value. Thus the 
new note slides up to its proper pitch from four semi 
tones (four notes) down. 

If the volt per octave signal on lead 231 becomes 
more negative coincident with a distinct keydown sig 
nal (due to a lower note being played), the differenti 
ated and inverted pulse on the collector of T10 is posi 
tive-going. As a result, transistor T12 is turned on mo 
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mentarily to charge C10 to -V2 (-14 volts). This nega 
tive voltage then starts to discharge through R36. The 
resultant inverted signal on lead 251 causes the oscilla 
tor to rise sharply in frequency and then gradually fall 
back to its normal frequency. Thus the new note slides 
down to its proper pitch starting from four notes up. 
Closing switch S3 puts R37 in the discharge path of 

C10 by turning on T15. This increases the rate of dis 
charge of C10 both for flatted attack and pitch slide 
and shortens the slide interval. Closing S4 turns on T16 
to put R38 in the discharge path to further increase the 
rate of discharge and shorten the slide interval. Transis 
tors T15 and T16, when on, tend to place a D.C. offset 
voltage on capacitor C10. Thus reversely poled diodes 
D13 and D14 are provided to eliminate any D.C. offset 
by setting minimum on positive and negative D.C. sig 
nal amplitudes which can appear across R39. Voltage 
divider resistor R49 is the coarse tuning control for the 
oscilator and R51 provides a fine tuning control which 
the player can manipulate to change the tuning of oscil 
lator over a range of several notes. 
The above is a complete description of the basic op 

eration of the circuitry of FIGS. 3 to 11 as a complete 
monophonic synthesizer system. 

FIG. 13 shows a portion of an alternate embodiment 
in block form, and FIG. 14 shows the circuitry which 
implements this alternate embodiment. In FIG. 14, a 
separate octave collect circuit to opcrate an octave 
lockout circuit is not employed, but rather octave lock 
out circuit 30 works directly off of octave collect bus 
Ses OB1 to OB6. However, resistors R281 have been 
included between diodes D3 and resistors R9 to D.C. 
decouple octave lockout circuit 30 and note lockout 
circuit 290. This is necessary under the conditions in 
which, during legato playing, a high note in a low oc 
tave is followed by a low note in a higher octave. Oc 
tave lockout circuit 30 must be able to receive the key 
ing signal from the low note keyswitch in the higher oc 
tave to lock out the lower octave high note signal or 
else the new note won't be sounded unless the other 
note is released. Release of the lower note may not 
occur in polyphonic playing on an integrated organsyn 
thesizer keyboard so the two lockout circuits must be 
decoupled. Resistors R281 perform that function. 
As an example, suppose a player is playing G3 and B3 

initially and then switches to B3 and D4. B3 is the high 
note initially and thus keeping signal occurs on busses 
NB12 and OB3. Note lockout circuit 290 grounds out 
all keying signals on busses NB1 to NB 1 and via di 
codes D3, these ground potentials appear at the bottoms 
of all resistors R281 coupled to keyswitches associated 
with notes C to A # in all octaves. Without resistors 
R281, this ground would be appearing on the cathodes 
of all diodes D7 associated with octave four notes ex 
cept B4. Then, when D4 is played without release of 
B3, the ground on the cathode of diode D7 associated 
with note D4 would prevent a keying signal from being 
produced on bus OB4 to lock out the B3 keying signal 
at the input to bus NB12. Consequently, the played 
note would not change, as it must to follow the melody 
played. But with resistors R281 in the circuit, only the 
junctions of diodes D3 and resistors R281 are at 
ground. Resistors R281 provide sufficient voltage drop 
when lower notes in a higher octave are keyed to place 
a voltage on the higher octave bus-in this case bus 
OB4-to operate low octave lockout circuit 30 to 
ground out the keying signal associated with the B3 
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note at the input to note collect circuit 60. Thus, the 
new D4 keying signal will appear on bus NB3, and the 
proper D4 note will sound. Thus, the circuitry of FIG. 
14 also provides unambiguous high note select as does 
the circuitry of FIG. 5, and the two approaches are al 
ternative forms of this invention. FIG. 15 shows how 
the circuitry of FIG. 14 is integrated with the circuitry 
of FIGS. 3, 4, and 6 to 11 to form an alternate embodi 
ment of this invention. 
FIG. 16 is a partial diagram of another alternative 

embodiment of this invention, and the circuitry to im 
plement this alternate embodiment is shown in FIGS. 
7 and 18. In the FIG. 16 embodiment, the note and 

octave collect, and low note and low octave lockout 
circuitry is the same with either the FIG. 5 or FIG. 14 
circuitry being used. But, instead of encoding the note 
and octave information, separate latches are used for 
each common note bus and each common octave bus. 
Thus there are 12 note latches (500) and 6 octave 
latches (510). Note gates 520 and octave gates 530 do 
not do any decoding but diodes D57 for the notes and 
D58 for the octaves simply function under the control 
of associated latches to shunt out the note and octave 
tone signals if the associated latch is reset or to allow 
it to pass if the associated latch is set to back bias the 
associated diode. The diodes D55 and D56 between 
note and octave busses and associated latches posi 
tively determine the operating states of note and octave 
latches. It should be understood that other note and oc 
tave gating arrangements could be used in this embodi 
ment. For example, the gating circuits shown in FIGS. 
5 and 6 of the above-referenced copending Schrecon 
gost application could also be employed in this embodi 
ment. It should also be understood that the volt per oc 
tave circuit shown in FIG. 6 of the copending Mathias 
application Ser. No. 447,907, filed Mar. 4, 1974 could 
be used directly with this embodiment of the present 
invention, and with that substitution, the circuitry of 
FIGS. 17 and 18 could readily be incorporated in an 
overall synthesizer system functionally equivalent to 
the one shown in FIGS. 3 to 1 1. FIG. 19 shows how 
FIGS. 17 and 18 can be assembled together with FIG. 
3 and either FIG. 5 or FIG. 4. 
FIG. 20 is a partial block diagram of another alter 

nate embodiment of this invention. Instead of separate 
note and octave collect circuits as in previous embodi 
ments, a low note lockout circuit 540 is employed over 
several key-board octaves to produce a high select sys 
tem. Each note is encoded in binary encoder 550 and 
the resultant binary word stored in note word latches 
560. Five latches for a 5-digit binary word would be 
sufficient for 32 notes, 6 latches would cover 64 notes. 
However, low note lockout 540 would require almost 
one transistor gate per note and note encoder 550 
would be quite large, so this approach would likely not 
be practicable for a large keyboard unit. Decode gates 
570 would be operated by the note latches, and parallel 
frequency dividers (580) for each tone signal from top 
octave generator 100 would be required for inputs to 
decode gates 570. 
FIG. 2 is a partial block diagram of another alternate 

-embodiment of this invention. In this embodiment, in 
stead of direct decode gating of note and octave tone 
signals, a D.C. gating control signal is decoded in D.C. 
note and octave decoders 590 and 600 fed to separate 
D.C.-operated gates for the note and octave tone sig 
nals. An exemplary approach is shown in FIG. 22. D.C. 
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note decoder 590 is identical in form to the note de 
code gates 320 in FIG. 4, but here the diodes D2 gate 
a -V2 D.C. signal to separatic diode gates D59 which 
in turn control gating of tone signals. In this embodi 
ment, the D.C. gate signals from the note and octave 
decoders would be used as inputs to a volts per octave 
circuit such as is shown in FIG. 6 of the above 
referenced copending Mathias application. 
The above descriptions of alternative embodiments 

of this invention are given by way of example only, and 
it should be apparent that numerous modifications 
could be made therein without departing from the 
scope of the claims set forth below. In addition, the fol 
lowing table sets forth a set of component types and 
values which would result in a working embodiment of 
this invention, but the invention is not limited thereto 
since many variations in circuitry and components are 
possible within the scope of this invention as claimed 
below. 

RESISTORS OHMS 

5, 7 47 
()8, 16, 124, 57,259 1 ()() 

6 12() 
41, 67,168 22) 
4 39() 
7 47() 
67, 69, ()9, 117, 25, 129, 3, 14(), S5, 61. 1 K 
26(), 273 
3. 2 K 

2, 3 2. K 
16(), 27 272 2.7 K 
89 3.3 K 
133 4 K 
93, 94, (), ill 19, 127, 164, 166, 35, 194, 
2()4, 209, 22, 23, 222, 224, 227, 229, 253 4.7 K 
13.4 6 K 
78 (.8 K 
176.79 8.2 K 
8, 9, 1-4, 5 (), 17, 18, 2, 4), 23, 25, 26. 
33 3549, 5,5456, 57. 58, 6(), 6, 8(). 
98, ()5, 138, 153,163, 7(), 172, 352, 183, 
84, 192, 2()3, 207, 2 (), 228, 247, 248,258, 
268,269,27), 28(), 281 () K 
135 12 K 
46, 62. 159, 185, 186265 277 5 K 
86 18 K 
162 2() K 
3, 158 (9,208,214, 215, 26, 217, 218, 24 
249,276 22 K 
36 2-4 K 

2() 33 KK 
4()(), 9, 22, 27, 3(), .4142, 43.44. 53, 55, 4(), 
4()2, 64, 8, 83 96.97, 99 ()() ()2, 1 ()3, 
()4 ()7, 1521, 1 (), 41, 182. 191. 196. 
97, 98.20(), 2(), 225, 226 47 K 
37 - 48 K 
146,275 5() K 
92 56 K 

(), 3, 28, 29, 32, 34,5259, 43, 4()-4, 63, 
65. 66, 68, 72.73, 7-4, 75, 78, 8.4, 87, 9(). 
95 ()6, 12, 14 20, 122, 28, 3(), 139, 
48, 49, 15, 154, 56, 173, 74, 175, 177, 
412, 18(). 187, 188, 189, 19(), 206. 29,220, 
22, 23, 23 (), 23 39. 2.42. 25(), 25 (, 257, 
27.4278,279 ()() K 
47, 48, 95,238 5() K 
3 113, 23, 147, 93 233,234, 236, 237 22() K 
17, 18 33() K 
37, 7(), 82, 88.91, 202 47() K 

(), 18, 126, 165 68() K 
2, 24, 4579, 85,205, 2 M 

37. 39, 152 2.2 M 
5() 3.3 M 
35(), 99 3.9 M 
1.45 - 1() M 

CAPACTORS (microfuracis unless specified) 
42, 43 ()() pf 
28, 293(). 3 152, 53, 5-4 ()()-47 

55. 39 () 
49 ()33 
()(), 3 (, 32.48 ().7 
(), 35 36 ()56 
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- Continued 

RESSORS OHMS 

5, 9, 23, -6, 47 . 
ll. 12, 17, 20, 25, 456, 59, 8() 22 

l(), 27.4(), 45 47 
33 56 
18 83 
5.57 
58 2 
7, 8, 13 5 
6, 5, 22, 24, 26, 34 
l4 
2, 37,38, 44 

4, 
2, 

DODES 
All regular diodes are ITT 2045. 
Zener diodes are IT ln 47()() Series. 

TRANSISTORS 
All NPN transistors are Sprague 2N4954 
except Ti, T2 Sprague NT 6031. 
All PNP transistors are Sprague 32S6438. 
I.C. PACKAGES 
Top octave divider ( ()()) 
Seven-stage divider (FIG. 8) 

Motorola MC 183, MC 184 
Nucleonic Products SSF 5002 

OPERATIONAL AMPLEFERS RCA CA 374 

VARICAP (VCI, FIG. 3) Motorola MV 14()3 

QUAD FET (FET 1 to FET 4, (FIG. 9) National MM 552 D 

claim: 
1. In a monophonic electronic musical instrument: 
a plurality of selectably actuable control elements for 
producing control signals on note busses, each con 
trol signal element being associated with one note 
of the musical scale; 

encoder circuit means for encoding control signals 
on said note busses into a binary word; 

memory means for storing said binary word; 
tone signal generating means for generating tone sig 

nals corresponding to notes of the musical scale; 
and 

decoder circuit means for decoding said stored bi 
nary word to gate a tone signal corresponding to 
said stored binary word. 

2. Apparatus as claimed in claim 1, further compris 
ing note lockout means for locking out control signals 
from all but one of a plurality of actuated control ele 
ments. 
3. Apparatus as claimed in claim2, wherein said note 

lockout means comprises a low note lockout circuit re 
sponsive to a control signal on one of said note busses 
to lock out all control signals from control elements as 
sociated with lower notes such that only one of said 
note busses has a control signal thercon in the event of 
coincedent actuation of more than one control ele 
ment, said memory means comprises a plurality of bis 
table circuits having set and reset input leads and a pair 
of output leads having opposite logic signals thereon; 
said encoder circuit means comprises encoding circuit 
elements connected between each of said note busses 
and different combinations of said set and reset leads 
of said bistable circuits to positively determine differ 
ent combinations of set and reset states of said bistable 
circuits in response to control signals on different note 
busses, said tone signal generating means generates 
said tone signals on separate tone signal busses; and 
said decoder circuit means comprises decoding circuit 
elements connected between each of said tone signal 
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busses and different combinations of said output leads 
of said bistable circuits to gate one tone signal in re 
sponse to each different combination of set and reset 
states of said bistable circuits. 

4. A monophonic electronic musical instrument com 
prising: 
a plurality of selectively actuable control elements 
for producing control signals on separate output 
leads, each control element being associated with 
a particular note of the musical scale in one of a 
plurality of octaves; 

means for collecting control signals associated with 
common notes in different octaves on common 
note busses; 

means for collecting control signals associated with 
common octaves on common octave busses; 

tone signal generating means for generating at least 
the highest octave of tone signals on separate note 
tone signal busses; 

octave lockout means for locking out control signals 
from all but one octave of control elements to de 
termine an active octave; 

note lockout means for locking out control signals 
from all but one of a plurality of actuated control 
elements in said active octave; 

note gating means for gating one of said tone signals 
in response to a control signal on an associated 
common note bus; 

means for dividing said gated tone signal into oc 
tavely related tone signals on octave tone signal 
busses; and 

octave gating means for gating one of said octavely 
related tone signals in response to a control signal 
on an associated common octave bus. 

5. Apparatus as claimed in claim 4, wherein said note 
gating means includes a plurality of bistable note stor 
age elements having set and reset input leads and cir 
cuit means coupled between each of said common note 
busses and different combinations of set and reset input 
leads of said note storage clements to place said note 
storage elements in different operating states in re 
sponse to control signals on different common note 
busses; and said octave gating means includes a plural 
ity of bistable octave storage elements having set and 
reset input leads and circuit means coupled between 
each of said common octave busses and different com 
binations of set and reset leads of said octave storage. 
elements to place said octave storage elements in dif 
ferent operating states in response to control signals on 
a different common note busses. 

6. Apparatus as claimed in claim 5, wherein the num 
ber of said bistable note and octave storage elements 
corresponds to the corresponding number of common 
note and common octave busses and said circuit means 
coupled between corresponding common note and oc 
tave busses and associated note and octave storage ele 
ments comprises a circuit connection between each 
said bus and a set lead of its associated storage element 
and all reset leads of other respective note and octave 
storage elements such that control signals on individual 
note and octave busses place one associated note and 
octave storage elements in a set state and all others in 
a resct state; and said note and octave gating means 
each further include a gating element coupled between 
each respective note and octave storage elements and 
associated note and octave tone signal busses to gate 
respective note and octave tone signals in accordance 
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with the operating state of said note and octave storage 
elements. . . 

7. Apparatus as claimed in claim 5, wherein the num 
ber of said bistable note and octave storage elements 
corresponds to the number of digits of binary words re 
quired to store binary encoded note and octave control 
signals and said circuit means coupled between corre 
sponding common note and octave busses and note and 
octave storage elements comprises binary encoding cir 
cuit connections between each said bus and a different 
combination of set and reset leads of associated storage 
elements to place said storage elements into different 
combinations of set and reset states; and said note and 
octave gating means each further include binary decod 
ing gates connected between each respective note and 
octave tone signal busses and different combinations of 
output leads from said associated storage elements to 
gate respective note and octave tone signals in accor 
dance with the combined operating states of said note 
and octave storage elements. 

8. Apparatus as claimed in claim 7, further compris 
ing at least one tuned circuit means for producing an 
output signal having a frequency characteristic varying 
in accordance with a D.C. control signal input; 

digital-to-analog converter means for generating an 
analog note position signal from digital note and octave 
words stored in said note and octave storage elements 
in accordance with a 1:12 ratio of contributions from 
words stored in said note and octave storage elements 
respectively; and 
means for coupling to said tuned circuit means a D.C. 
control signal derived from said note position sig 
nal. 

9. Apparatus as claimed in claim 8, wherein said digi 
tal-to-analog converter means comrises a plurality of 
current generators gated by respective output signals 
from associated note and octave storage elements in a 
set state, said constant current generators associated 
with said note storage elements generating current lev 
els in the ratios 1:2:4:8 from least to greatest associated 
binary digits stored therein and said constant current 
generators associated with said octave storage elements 
generating current levels in the ratios 12:24:48 from 
the least to greatest associated binary digits stored 
therein. 

10. A monophonic electronic musical instrument 
comprising: 
a plurality of selectively actuable control elements 

for producing control signals on separate output 
leads, each control signal element being associate 
with a particular note of the musical scale in one of 
a plurality of octaves; 

means for collecting control signals associated with 
common notes in different octaves on common 
note busses; 

means for collecting control signals associated with 
common octaves on common octave busses; 

tone signal generating means for generating at least 
the highest octave of tone signals on separate note 
tone signal busses; 

octave lockout means for locking out control signals 
from all but one octave of control elements to de 
termine an active octave; 

note lockout means for locking out control signals 
from all but one of a plurality of actuated control 
elements in said active octave; 

note encoding means for encoding a control signal on 
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one of said common note busses into a binary note 
word; 

note storage means for storing said binary note word; 
note gating means for gating one of said tone signals 

in accordance with said stored binary note word; 
means for dividing said gated tone signal into oc 
tavely related tone signals on octave tone signal 
busses; 

octave encoding means for encoding a control signal 
on one of said common octave busses into a binary 
octave word; 

octave storage means for storing said binary octave 
word; and 

octave gating means for gating one of said octavely 
related tone signals in accordance with said stored 
binary octave word. 

11. Apparatus as claimed in claim 10, wherein said 
note gating means comprises a plurality of note decod 
ing gates each coupled to one of said note tone signal 
busses and responsive to a different binary note word 
to gate said tone signal thereon; and said octave gating 
means comprises a plurality of octave decoding gates 
each coupled to one of said octave tone signal busses 
and responsive to a different binary octave word to gate 
said tone signal thereon. 

12. Apparatus as claimed in claim 10, further com 
prising digital-to-analog decoder means for decoding 
binary note words and binary octave words in said note 
and octave storage means into a voltage proportional 
to the position of the associated note in the associated 
Octave. 

13. Apparatus as claimed in claim 10, wherein said 
note gating means comprises: 
a plurality of note D.C. keying circuits each coupled 
to one of said note tone signal busses; and 

a plurality of note decoding gates each coupled to 
one of said note D.C. keying circuits to gate a D.C. 
keying signal thereto in response to a different bi 
nary note word; and said octave gating means com 
prises: 

a plurality of octave D.C. keying circuits each cou 
pled to one of said octave tone signal busses; and 

a plurality of octave decoding gates each coupled to 
one of said octave D.C. keying circuits to gate a 
D.C. keying signal thereto in response to a different 
binary octave word. 

14. Apparatus as claimed in claim 13, further com 
prising circuit means coupled to said note decoding 
gates and said octave decoding gates to generate an an 
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d 50 alog D.C. voltage proportional to the position of the as 
sociated note in the associated octave. 

15. A monophonic electronic musical instrument 
comprising: 

at least one tuned circuit means for producing an out 
55 put signal having a frequency characteristic varying 
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in accordance with a D.C. control signal input; 
a plurality of selectively actuable control elements 
for producing control signals on separate output 
leads, each control signal element being associated 
with a particular note of the musical scale over a 
plurality of octaves; 

means for collecting control signals associated with 
common notes in different octaves on common 
note busses; 

means for collecting control signals associated with 
common octaves on common octave busses; 

octave lockout means for locking out control signals 
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from all but one octave of control elements to de- octave storage means for storing said binary octave 
termine an active octave; word; 

note lockout means for locking out control signals digital-to-analog converter means for generating an 
from all but one of a plurality of actuated control analog note position signal from digital note and 
elements in said active octave; 5 octave words stored in said note and octave storage 

note encoding means for encoding a control signal on clements in accordance with a 1:12 ratio of contri 
one of said common note busses into a different bi- butions from words stored in said note and octave 
nary note word; storage elements respectively; and 

note storage means for storing said binary note word; means for coupling to said tuned circuit means a D.C. 
octave encoding means for encoding a control signal () control signal derived from said note position sig 
on one of said common note busses into a different nal. 
binary octave word; ck cit is k is 
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